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Introduction
Let G be a finite group of order « . A homotopy representation [tD4] of G is a finite G-CW complex Y such that, for each H < G, YH is an n(H)-dimensional complex, homotopy equivalent to a sphere S"W> for some integer n(H) > -1 (-1 signifies that YH is empty). Natural examples of homotopy representations are the unit spheres of orthogonal representations. From the viewpoint of the function defined on subgroups of G by the numbers n(H) (the dimension function), if G is a p-group these are the only examples [DH, tD4] . For general G, homotopy representations can deviate greatly from the linear situation, either in terms of dimension functions or linking of fixed point sets (even p-groups have homotopy representations with nonstandard linking of fixed sets) [tD3] .
Suppose that X is a finite G-CW complex such that, for each H < G, XH has the Z"-homology of a sphere (where G has order «). Such an X is called a Zn-homology representation of G (compare [tD4] ). If X and Y are Z"-homology representations of G such that, for each H < G, XH and YH have the same Z"-homology then X and Y are Zn-homology equivalent. Suppose now that X is a Z"-homology representation of G which is homology equivalent to a homotopy representation Y of G. In this situation we obtain Theorem. There exists a G-map <p : X -> Y such that, for any H <G,
is an isomorphism.
In particular, let G be a p-group. If X is a Zp-homology representation of G then by [DH, tD4] there exists an orthogonal representation F of G such that X is homology equivalent to S(V).
Corollary. Let G be a p-group and X a finite G-CW complex. If X is a Zphomology sphere then there is a G-map cp: X -> S(V) such that 4>f: H*(XH ;ZP) -y H*(S(V)H ; Zp) is an isomorphism for all H < G.
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In this section we will prove the theorem, modulo several auxiliary results which are proved in §2. If H < G with normaliser NH, as is standard, we denote NH/H by WH.
Let X be as in the statement of the theorem. Suppose (//,), ... , (Hm) are the conjugacy classes of isotropy subgroups of G ordered in such a way that (Hi) < (Hj) (i.e., H¡ subconjugate to Hf) implies j < i. Put X¡ = {x £ X | (Gx) = (H¡) for some i < j}. Each X¡ is a G subspace of X and Xx ç X2 ç ■■■ c Xm = X. We would like to construct a G-map homology isomorphism whenever H < M. It follows using Mayer-Vietoris and Smith theory that there is an extension of 0f to the n(H)-skeleton which induces a Z"-homology epimorphism. Obstructions to extending </>^, to the (k + l)-skeleton (k > n(H)) lie in the group HW+X(XH, X? ; oek(YH)) (see [B] ). Because WH acts freely off Xf1, this group is the (k + 1 )-cohomology of the cochain complex Hom^H](C*(XH, Xf ; Z), nk(YH)) = C*. By Proposition 2 this cohomology group is torsion-prime to « = |G|. By Proposition 3 if 6 is an obstruction, say of order d, then there is a WH map /: YH -* YH of degree of power of d suchthat f°4>"+x can be extended to the (/c+l)-skeleton.
Eventually we arrive at a WH map 4>f+l : Xf+X = XH -> YH, which by construction induces a Z"-homology isomorphism. Finally 4>"+{ yields a G-map 4>M: XM -Y by defining 0/+1(x) = g^(g~xx) if x € gXH™ = X*»"*-1 [tD2, 8.1.5] .
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In this section we prove the several results used in § 1. We begin with a lemma needed later to establish Proposition 2. Finally according to [tDl, Theorem 4 .11] one can find a WH equivariant map f:YH-+ YH of degree k which is the identity on Yf so long as k = 1
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (mod \WH\). But since d is relatively prime to \WH\, (d6)j = 1 (mod \WH) for some j. So an WH map of degree d6j may be used. D
